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MULTI-PLATFORM SCADA GUI REGRESSION TESTING AT CERN
P.C. Burkimsher, M. Gonzalez-Berges, S. Klikovits, CERN, Geneva, Switzerland

The JCOP Framework is a toolkit used widely at CERN
for the development of industrial control systems in
several domains (i.e. experiments, accelerators and
technical infrastructure). The software development
started 10 years ago and there is now a large base of
production systems running it. For the success of the
project, it was essential to formalize and automate the
quality assurance process. This paper will present the
overall testing strategy and will describe in detail
mechanisms used for GUI testing. The choice of a
commercial tool (Squish) and the architectural features
making it appropriate for our multi-platform environment
will be described. Practical difficulties encountered when
using the tool in the CERN context are discussed as well
as how these were addressed. In the light of initial
experience, the test code itself has been recently reworked
in object-oriented style to facilitate future maintenance
and extension. The current reporting process is described,
as well as future plans for easy result-to-specification
linking. The paper concludes with a description of our
initial steps towards incorporation of full-blown
Continuous Integration (CI) support.

issues, but also with upgrades of the JCOP Framework
itself and the packages upon which it depends (e.g.
operating system version, SCADA tool, compilers,
database clients and servers).

GUI TESTING
Early on in the Framework project it was recognized
that the GUI mechanisms comprised a significant
proportion of the software being generated. Programmers
are used to testing library software in an automated
fashion, but GUI regression testing is often not included
[6]. To have full confidence in all of the modules of the
Framework package, it is necessary to automate testing of
their GUI aspects also. Considerable effort has therefore
been invested in GUI regression testing – on a daily basis
ensuring that the individual packages and components
still behave the same way they did yesterday. This
approach has proved to be very fruitful, especially when
new developers first start maintaining code. Inadvertent
side-effects of any changes made have been identified
within 24 hours.

INTRODUCTION
Many of the systems of the CERN Large Hadron
Collider (LHC) accelerator [1] and the sophisticated
physics experiments placed around its circumference are
controlled using commercial Supervisory Control and
Data Acquisition (SCADA) technology [2]. These
production control systems have an expected lifetime
upwards of 20 years, nevertheless are in general
implemented by an ever changing stream of developers
who frequently work on many other different sub-systems
too. The CERN Joint Controls Project’s JCOP
Framework [3] was introduced into this mix to minimize
the regular hurdles faced by new developers. The JCOP
Framework strives to hide much of the complexity of the
underlying SCADA tool used (WinCC-OA from Siemens,
previously known as PVSS [4]). The Framework further
aims to provide a level of consistency in the final
application, in order to minimize the cost of long term
maintenance as well as for operational safety reasons. The
Framework comprises not only code segments (libraries)
but also a substantial amount of Graphical User Interface
(GUI) [5] software. This paper outlines the deliberate
steps taken to ensure that the GUI implementations are
rigorously tested.

QUALITY ASSURANCE
A strict quality assurance strategy is necessary not only
to deal with the long project lifetime and staff rotation

Quality assurance

IMPLEMENTATION
In practice, we are testing WinCC-OA panels. An initial
investigation using the tool “Rational Robot” [7] was
dropped when ETM [8] switched the WINCC-OA
windowing system to Qt [9]. A specialised product for the
automated testing of Qt GUI interfaces was selected
called Squish [10], marketed by Froglogic. Like Qt itself,
Squish is available on many platforms, including those
used in control systems at CERN, namely Windows and
Linux. Out of the box, Squish allows you to record GUI
input and test the properties (including existence) of
screen objects.

Squish Recording Facility
Our first implementation made extensive use of the
Squish recording facility. Squish generates human
readable source code that, when executed, will replay
mouse gestures and keyboard input. We opted to produce
Python [11] code and have grown to appreciate the power
and flexibility of this language. Although Python is
interpreted, for this application domain there has never
been a performance issue.
In practice though, our first implementation was very
hard to maintain. Our surrounding environment was in a
state of constant and uncomfortably rapid flux. WINCCOA is upgraded to a new version each year or so.
Although ETM strove very hard (and were successful) in
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maintaining functional backwards
b
coompatibility, their
underlying implementattion did chhange and this
unfortunatelyy was visiblle to Squishh and the teesting
software. Unnderneath WINCC-OA, Qt
Q itself has been
undergoing a major versioon change alsoo. As our test suites
s
grew in size, more and more
m
code needed to be chaanged
to keep the test
t
system working
w
with each new verrsion.
Similar issuues presentedd themselves with each new
version of Squish. Althouugh in generall each new Squish
version woould bring highly dessirable functtional
enhancementts, it was usuually necessaary to modifyy and
sometimes coompletely reggenerate sectioons of Squish code.
Our naive appproach simplyy did not scalee.

E
ENVIRON
NMENT
An
n important asspect of testinng the Framew
work relates too
the fact
f
that the Framework
F
ruuns on 2 majjor platforms,,
Wind
dows and Linuux.

Onee System Ruunning On 2 Platforms
Ou
ur initial impplementation attempted to validate thee
softw
ware on both platforms byy producing a system thatt
woulld execute onn each of them
m. We opted to
t invoke ourr
tests (with all off their file-syystem specificc definitions))
from
m within the Bash shell [[13], running
g natively onn
Linu
ux [14] but usiing Cygwin [115] on Window
ws, Fig. 2.

Code Refacctoring
It becamee clear that wee needed to reefactor our coode to
make it moore robust. We tackled this problem
m by
extracting reepeated sequuences of recorded code into
libraries, Figg. 1.

Figure 2: Platform
P
comm
monality throu
ugh Bash.
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Allthough Cygw
win is extreemely powerful, the twoo
Bash
hes are not iddentical and ccause significaant problems..
Regu
ularly updatedd versions off Cygwin prov
voked us intoo
look
king for an alteernative solutiion.

Onee System Coontrolling A 2nd Platforrm
Squ
uish itself is
i implemennted
archiitecture, Fig. 3.
3

as

a

client-serverr

Figure 1: Library Struccture.
s
was to extract all of the
t routines which
w
The first step
interact withh GUI-widgets into their own library.. The
library was implementedd in object-orriented style [12].
mming paradiigm makes it easy to definne an
This program
instance of a GUI-widget once and to re-use
r
it in seeveral
places. Our library
l
containns several claasses (one forr each
GUI-widget)).
We then extracted all duplicate coode from thee test
scripts into several higgher-level application librraries
dependent only
o
on the above
a
GUI-w
widget library. One
example of an applicatioon level libraary would bee the
“Project Adm
ministration” library. This library contaains a
class with methods
m
for creating,
c
startting, stoppingg and
deleting WIN
NCC-OA proojects, namelyy the functionnality
made availabble in ETM’ss “Project Adm
ministrator” panel.
p
The code off these applicaation library routines
r
is ussed in
nearly every test case. Exxtracting this code
c
into a liibrary
makes test caases more robbust and mainntainable in caase of
changes of WINCC-OA.
W
The test case
c
scripts thhemselves werre thus reducced to
library calls and verificatiions. Developpment of new
w tests
is now quickk and easy, ass test creatorss can build onn preexisting funcctionality.
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Figuure 3: Squish iis Client-Server.
A squish client executes the llogic of the teest scripts andd
a seerver executtes the proggram being tested. Thiss
alterrnative arrangeement was deeemed to be ap
ppropriate forr
our multi-platform
m target scennario. We learrned the hardd
way that this was not a particulaarly good ideaa. We decidedd
that the client code would alw
ways run on Windows
W
andd
woulld connect too the server on Windows or Linux ass
apprropriate. Althoough this supperficially meaant that theree
was only one sinngle body off testing codee to maintainn
(alw
ways on Windoows), in practiice the code differed
d
ratherr
signiificantly depeending on whiich was the tarrget platform..
As before,
b
our prooblems deriveed from file system
s
issues::
Wheere was the proogram that waas being tested
d going to gett
its data
d
from andd write its resuults to? Thesee issues weree
not insurmountabble, but they certainly maade the codee
someewhat messy.
We
W encounteredd another much more pracctical problem
m
whicch finally sounnded the deathh knell to the “client-serverr
on different
d
machhines” approaach. The CER
RN Windowss
netw
worked file-seerver environnment was insufficientlyy
stablle to be able to
t work in thhis way. From
m time to timee
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Time For A Re-think
We thereffore took addvantage of the code reewrite
opportunity described aboove to revert to an architeecture
where the Squish
S
client (the test logic) and the Squish
server (execuuting the codee being testedd) were once again
executed on the
t same targeet machine. We
W abandoned Bash
and rewrote the test harneess completelyy in Python, which
w
not only maade it more compatible acrross platform
ms but
also made itt consistent with
w
our use of Python foor the
Squish test sccripts.
At the begginning of the project, we were
w using phyysical
Windows annd Linux machines as targeets for testingg. We
are now miggrating to usinng Virtual Machines,
M
hostted in
the CERN Computer
C
Cenntre. The advaantage for us is in
regard to thee provision off space to housse, power andd cool
the machiness. The advantaage for CERN
N is that our virtual
v
machines runn their jobs once
o
per day and then go idle,
releasing VM
M server capaccity for other useful work. Thus
far, our experience of this service has been excellent,, with
our virtual machines
m
beinng functionallyy indistinguishable
from real harrdware.
The move to virtual machines has neither improveed nor
p
we have comm
monly
made worsee another problem
encountered:: GUI testing can be very sensitive to tiiming
issues. Runnning Emu inn a different environmentt can
introduce siggnificantly diifferent timingg behaviour. Even
though Squiish implemennts a waitForrObject() funnction
which can deal with manyy of the syncchronisation isssues,
we frequentlly see exampples where thee screen updaate is
out of step with
w internal data.
d
Clickingg to open up a tree
structure cann appear to haave completedd, but pressinng the
next mouse click
c
too quicckly can still cause problem
ms. It
is tempting to
t sleep for a couple of secconds or so too give
the system tiime to catch up – but how
w many seconnds is
enough? Annd how manny seconds is
i enough onn all
platforms, soo that the codde doesn’t sudddenly break when
you change to a new opeerating system
m (Windows XP
X to
Linux or Winndows 7) or too a new softwaare release?

ORC
CHESTRA
ATING THE
E TESTS
At the timee of the code rewrite,
r
we sttepped back, took a
wider view of the system
m and decidedd to incorporrate a
Continuous Integration (CI)
(
tool [188][19] that would
w
manage execcution of our tests across multiple
m
machhines,
operating syystems and versions.
v
We considered using
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Bam
mboo [20] from
m Atlassian aas a CI tool ass it integratess
clean
nly with the other
o
Atlassiaan tools (Jira,, Confluence))
alreaady in use at CERN.
C
Bambooo however neeeds a licensee
and initial
i
investiggations showeed it to be rath
her rigid in itss
impllementation. Instead,
I
a moore configurab
ble (and free))
Open
n Source equiivalent was selected called Hudson
H
[21].
Hudson
H
offers us the possiibility to centtrally managee
the testing
t
whilstt physically distributing it
i to multiplee
mach
hines with diifferent operatting systems and softwaree
versiions installedd. Tests are triggered fro
om a centrall
(Win
ndows) “Hudsson Master M
Machine” onto
o one or moree
dissiimilar remote platforms, Fiig. 4. The Maaster machinee
runs a web serrver and Huudson is con
nfigured andd
contrrolled throughh any browserr.

Figure 4: Hudson Master-Slave archiitecture.
n added bonuus is that Huudson provides us with a
An
conv
venient interfa
face for havinng results retturned to onee
centrral machine from
fr
where reeports can be generated forr
send
ding to interestted parties, Fig. 5.

Figure 5: Example result eemail with hyp
perlinks.
To
o date, the sam
me central teaam that develo
oped the Emuu
harn
ness has alsoo implementeed the tests according too
specifications draw
wn up with thhe Framework
k Componentt
deveelopers. Thiss mode off working has severall
advaantages:
The testts are preparred independ
1.
dently of thee
deveelopers by a different inddividual, who
o is thereforee
unlik
kely to be aware of some oof the implicitt assumptionss
in th
he minds of those same developers. As
A such it iss
conssidered that thhese tests maay be more likely
l
to findd
errorrs than tests prrepared by thee developers themselves.
t
2.
There iss a written specification for the testt
scen
narios – and coonsequently tthese are well documented..
This may not alwaays be the casse in a situatio
on where testss
are written
w
by the developers thhemselves.
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network connnections froom Windows to Linux would
w
receive a very slow respoonse, slow ennough to causse the
applications and particulaarly their dissplay (throughh the
Exceed tool [16]) to decidde that the neetwork had broken.
All of the windows on the target machine(s)
m
w
would
collapse and all of the staate of the systtem would bee lost.
Any test hadd to be restarteed from scratcch – and theree was
no guaranteee that the neew attempt would
w
not sufffer a
similar fate. We even triedd displaying in
i a virtual seession
and viewing with VNC [117] - but this was
w only of partial
p
help.
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Unfortunately this approach has a cost. The testing
team becomes a bottleneck as all test code must first be
written by them. For this reason we are planning to move
to a scenario where the developers themselves will be
able to plug their own tests into the Emu harness. Whilst
alleviating the bottleneck, this comes at the cost of
negating the advantages just described as well as having
implications for the licensing of the software tools being
used!

STATUS REVIEW
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The theoretical advantages [18] of finding issues (bugs,
incompatibilities, etc) before software is released, have
once again been achieved in practice. New problems
(side-effects) inadvertently introduced by new
programmers joining the Framework development team
have been spotted during the very next overnight run. We
are able to test the JCOP Framework against new versions
of WINCC-OA very readily by creating a new test target
machine. This work is currently being extended to include
the testing of a greater number of components from the
JCOP Framework and also with new tests for the
UNICOS Framework [22].

CONCLUSIONS
A scalable testing architecture has been defined and
implemented. Automatic tests are executed every night on
a variety of platforms. The architecture is not restricted to
JCOP and is already being rolled out to encompass other
frameworks at CERN.
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